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Cat-Nr: TTB3

Tag Team Battle 3

Artikel info:-

In a hard fought team match, Florian and Lukas face off
against Momo and Marcel. Florian and Lukas have the benefit
of their experience from their many Fightplace matches,
leaving the impression that no one can hold a candle to them.
They have everything - speed, tactics, and technique. First
Lukas and Marcel enter the ring. Lukas immediately takes it to
Marcel. He does not even let him leave his corner. A quick tag
from Lukas to Florian allows both fighters to save their
strength and quickly finish Marcel. He has no chance to reach
his tag team partner, Momo. After quite a while, he finally
succeeds in tagging Momo, but Momo finds he is also hard
pressed to gain any advantage over this formable team. Over
and over again both Momo and Marcel must suffer under the
hard legscissors of Lukas and Florian. There is also plenty of
schoolboypins that Lukas clearly takes pleasure in, enjoying
his dominate position over his opponent. Only once and a
while do Marcel and Momo have any success against their
opponents. It is clear who the winners are of this match.
Lukas and Florian punish Momo and Marcel with plenty of
wedgies, scissors and pins. 

Play length approx: 62 min.
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Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Tag Team Battle 3 :

shipping method
Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), DVD Shipping, Download SD.

In catalog since Wednesday 20 July, 2011
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